
PUSHING OUR LIMITS//
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1. Link crew stand at open house.

2. Lily Altman showed around families at open house.
3. Link crew group photo

Our link crew this year did so much for our freshman
and new students they will forever be remembered as

amazing leaders.

2. Kenadie Rothnem 12,  Maya White 12, Arili Leonard-Brown 11
showed off there portraits of one another at game night.

.
3. Kenadie Rothnem  12, showing her support at the coffee house

4. Shiloh Rodriguez 10 and  Eva Conner 10
ate cone of ice at the phoenix fest

.

1.  Kennadie Rowlett ,10
wore a groovy fit for a groovy

leader on spirit week

Daria Heim 10
Spent time with the  emotional support
dogs  because everyone needs some

fluff and some love sometimes

 Kayla Curtin 11 and Arili
Leonard-brown 11

Read off the numbers while
enjoying bingo at game night.

Jason Romero-Cash 11 and
Niang Nuam 12

lead a group of freshman on there
first day creating a bond.

LEFT:  Kayla Curtin , 11 read off bingo
numbers for game night

RIGHT: Tierney Norman, 10
Helped another student feel welcome

playing gold fish.
BOTTOM:

Shiloh Rodriguez 10, Daria Heim 10, and
Niang Nuam 12.

worked on the drawing stand at phoenix
fest.

LESS TO WORRY ABOUT//
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Sienna Yahn, 12
 showed off link
crew to a parent at
open house.

Lily Altman, 10
 showed proper
demonstration of a
great leader in CPR
class.

 Kaila Stogsdill 12,
and Mrs. Banfield,
Faculty,
strategized playing
cards

Link Crew
Link Crew helps lead our first-year
students to the future and sets us up for
great success. They help us feel right at
home. They are always there for a
pick-me-up or to help us find friends Link
Crew truly is an aspiring community of
people, knowing you constantly have
someone there to guide us. It is truly a
remarkable aspiration they truly are the
bringers of light and just like the elephant
they are truly very wise and filled with
aspiration some could say they are our
big brothers and sisters, but most would
say they are our friends they show us that
we can be better individuals and all of
them are so unique in their own that it
builds a phenomenal community, and we
know that with them here the possibilities
are truly limitless.

PUSHING OUR LIMITS// "when the elephants walk the whole forest walks with
them."
-Sudha Ramen

"This is Odyssey's future. we
build a close-knit community that

holds our freshman AND
UPPERCLASSMEN TOGETHER."

- Kennadie Rowlett

Romain Daniels, 10,
 Showed off a cheeky smile at game night.

LEFT:  Tyren Wilson 10, Sienna Yahn 12, Mrs. Lord
Link crew supervisor, faculty,
 showed off link crew at open house.

RIGHT:  The Whole link crew had a great time at
their summer camp prior to the start of the school
year
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